Lathe diagram parts

A Lathe Machine is a machine tool that consists of eight basic key parts. Every single one of
these key lathe machine parts serves a very important function that allows you to use a lathe
machine for your desired purpose. The eight primary parts that make up a lathe machine
include: the bed the base , the headstock for rotating the spindle , the tailstock for securing
your tool bit , the carriage your guide , the cross slide for moving your tool bit back and forth ,
the saddle which supports cross slide movements , the apron the gears and clutches , and the
legs for elevating your lathe machine. Moreover, we will dive into greater detail on the parts of a
lathe machine that just about every lathe machine relies. By the time you are finished reading
this guide, you will know all about what a lathe machine is and what it offers you. A lathe
machine is a machine tool that serves one very basic, but very broad, purpose: rotating a
workpiece all around a fixed axis that holds a tool bit. Rotating a workpiece around a fixed axis
that contains a tool bit allows for a number of different functions to be performed. Some of
these functions include drilling, cutting, sanding, and knurling. Due to the tool being completely
stationary, every function is performed with precision and accuracy. For the most part, lathe
machines are quite simple. It is this simplicity that has made lathe machines so useful and so
valued. Today, as a result of the ease and precision that they allow for, lathe machines are used
to make a plethora of different objects. Bowls, candlesticks, table legs, and screws are just
some of the many objects that a lathe machine can be â€” and is â€” used to make. There are,
generally speaking, eight different lathe machine parts that almost every lathe machine relies
on. All of these parts are integral, because they allow a lathe machine to hold and shape a
workpiece with the accuracy and precision that a lathe machine must deliver. Many lathe
machines contain more than the parts described below. Some of them lack a few of the key
parts that other lathe machines rely on. Due to lathe machines being used in so many different
industries, some lathe machines are quite different from one another. Be that as it may, though,
the eight parts outlined below are extremely common and integral to the functioning of most
lathe machines. Just about every lathe machine relies on a bed. A bed is a long structure that,
for most lathe machines, looks a lot like a beam. All of the other lathe machine parts that your
lathe machine relies on are mounted to the structure and supported by the bed. To ensure that
every part your lathe machine relies on is sturdy and secure, lathe machine beds are
exceptionally durable. They can withstand a tremendous amount of wear and tear, which allows
your lathe machine to last for a long time without any issues. This same durability is often
found in the mounting, as well, which keeps every part of your lathe machine sturdy and stable.
Most lathe machines rely on a bed, except for woodworking lathe machines. A standard
woodworking lathe machine uses a swiveling drive head, rather than a bed. Most lathe machine
beds are quite large. The large size can make rotating a bowl â€” or any other wooden object
â€” much more of a challenge than it needs to be. Right at the front of every lathe machine bed
is the headstock. Every headstock is clamped onto the bed of the lathe machine, so that it does
not move when pushed or bumped. The headstock is responsible for rotating the spindle and
allowing your workpiece to be shaped. Within a headstock, you will find several bearings. Each
one of these bearings is used to rotate the tool bit you are using â€” a spindle, for example â€”
while also keeping the tool bit sturdy and secure. That way, your workpiece can be shaped and
fashioned in the manner that you prefer. These bearings. The tailstock is, in contrast to the
headstock, located at the back of a lathe machine. Every tailstock contains a large barrel that
cannot be turned or rotated. You cannot use this barrel to rotate a work piece or a tool bit. But,
what you can do is you can use the tailstock to hold a tool bit or support the work piece that
you are shaping. For certain tasks, a tailstock is necessary to hold the tool bit that you are
using in place. Since a tailstock is unable to rotate, the tool bit that you are using will remain
completely stationary. No matter what, as long as the tool bit is contained within the tailstock, it
will produce the same general effect every time that it is used, no matter the workpiece that you
are shaping. Most short and bulky workpieces do not require a tailstock. But, in contrast,
workpieces that are long and slim often benefit from being attached to a tailstock. Tailstocks
provide stability and prevent long and slim workpieces from bending or stretching. Right
between the headstock and tailstock, there is the carriage. A carriage, when used, allows the
tool bit to move across your workpiece in the exact manner that you require. Even though the
carriage is very important, it would be far less useful without the support of the headstock. The
headstock ensures that your tool bit can rotate, without being bumped around, and the carriage
ensures that your tool bit can shape your workpiece in the exact manner that you require. The
cross slide is a key lathe machine part that allows the tool bit you are using to move back and
forth in a straight line. Specific movements that allow your workpiece to be shaped are
performed by the carriage, but to get your tool bit where it needs to be for those movements to
be performed, the cross slide is necessary. Even though the cross slide performs these
movements, all of these movements would be impossible to make without the support of the

saddle. As a result of this, most lathe machines hold the saddle and cross slide right by each
other. At the top of every lathe machine, there is the saddle. Even though the saddle is separate
from the carriage, the carriage moves with the saddle and supports the cross slide movements
that are performed along the carriage. More: Looking for a comfortable, yet durable pair of work
pants? Read this article. The apron is directly attached to the saddle. Being attached directly to
the saddle allows the apron to hold all of the key components that the cross slide relies on.
Since the saddle, cross slide, and carriage all rely on the apron, it is one of the most important
lathe machine parts. Every facet of the apron is directly responsible for allowing you to shape
your workpiece in the manner that you desire. Just as the name suggests, the legs are lathe
machine parts that keep the lathe machine off of the ground. Keeping your lathe machine off of
the ground gives you an elevated space to work, which often makes shaping every workpiece a
far more pleasant experience. A lathe machine cannot rely on the type of legs that an office
desk or work table uses, however, since those legs are unable to support the tremendous
weight of a lathe machine. Because of this, lathe machines rely on large legs that are often
made of metal and mounted to the floor. Since these legs are made of metal, and mounted to the
floor, the lathe machine will remain immobile when pushed or bumped. This stability is very
important, as it ensures the machine remains completely secure and that you can operate
without risk of the machine being knocked over and hurting you or your work. Just about every
lathe machine, except when noted, uses the eight parts described above. All of those parts are
used to provide a versatile and effective manufacturing process. Due to these lathe machine
parts, lathe machines offer extraordinary versatility and durability. No matter what it is that you
need to manufacture, a lathe machine will always be the best tool to use. The versatility and
durability that they offer is unparalleled, allowing you to manufacture what you want, the way
that you want it, with ease and accuracy. Please follow the link we've just sent you to activate
the subscription. Woodworking Made Easy. Follow me. Share me. View original. What are the
Parts of a Lathe Machine? Jump to.. What is a Lathe Machine? What are the Different Parts of a
Lathe Machine? Cross Slide. This post first appeared on Woodworking Made Easy , please read
the originial post: here. Subscribe to Woodworking Made Easy Get updates delivered right to
your inbox! Thank you for your subscription Please follow the link we've just sent you to
activate the subscription. Knowing and being able to identify wood lathe parts is important,
especially when first getting started. This article will go over the lathe basics, plus will cover
much more. Mini lathes are small lathe versions designed for small projects, such as pen
turning. At least not full-sized wood bowls. After the Mini lathes category comes the next size
up name, Midi lathes. Most Midi lathes can be placed on a bench and do not come with a
freestanding floor base unit. These lathes are typically larger and freestanding and come
complete with a strong solid floor base or leg support system. It seems the labels of Mini and
Midi have been created by manufacturers to distinguish the very small lathes from the
medium-sized lathes. More on that in a minute. While some Midi lathes like the Jet vs lathe see
full review are ideal to make small to medium bowls, the regular-sized lathes are usually utilized
in the production of wood bowl turning. The nice thing is that all wood lathes, regardless of
size, are designed about the same. And technically, any lathe can be used to make wood bowls.
Although the lathe has access to both sides, very rarely does the opposite side come into play.
Ninety-nine percent of the time the turning work is only done from the front of the lathe. In this
position, the motor and drive mechanism is to the left side of the lathe. This area is called the
head or headstock of the lathe. I have seen people working from the opposite side of the lathe in
some documentation. If you know more about this, please leave a comment and share below.
The head or headstock of a wood lathe is the business end of the lathe where all the power and
action starts. Depending on the make and model lathe, there can be tension pulleys that allow
the user to manually change between various pulley sizes to increase or decrease speed and
torque. Usually there is also a tension release lever that, in many cases, physically lifts the
motor, releasing tension from the drive belt and allowing it to easily shift the belt to a different
pulley. Most lathes also include a diagram and r. If a chart or guide is not present, check with
your owners manual or manufacturer for details. Some lathes have a single drive belt and it is
not necessary to make manual adjustments. The threaded extrusion from the headstock is
called the headstock spindle. The threaded spindle has two important measurements that are
good to remember. The first important measurement is the headstock spindle thread size and
the thread count. The second measurement that is important on the headstock spindle is the
Morse Taper. The inside of the headstock spindle is hollow to receive various accessories. An
important feature of any lathe is the distance from the headstock spindle to the lathe bed. The
lathe bed is the two flat horizontal rails, sometimes called ways, that run along the length of the
lathe. The space between the headstock center and the top of the lathe bed is the radius of the
lathe swing. The swing distance is important because it dictates how large a turned piece can

be on that particular lathe. The swing of a lathe is measured as the total diameter of a finished
turned piece, such as a wood bowl. On the left side of the headstock is the headstock hand
wheel. This is a handy pun intended way to rotate the lathe effectively when the lathe is turned
off to check if the wood piece will clear the tool rest. Also, the hand wheel can be used to slow
down the lathe after it has been turned off to bring it to a stop more quickly. Using the hand
wheel to slow the lathe is the preferred method. Never try to slow the lathe by holding the other
end of the headstock spindle, chuck, or turning wood. Most lathes have an indexing wheel
located somewhere in the headstock. It may be located by the hand wheel, near the headstock
spindle, or inside the headstock area itself. The indexing wheel is a measuring guide with
compass marks indicating degrees of rotation. Every manufacturer makes these a bit different.
An example would be 48 evenly marked and numbered dashes around the headstock wheel.
Some lathes may have simple tick marks around a collar with no numbers. In most cases, the
headstock spindle can be locked in place corresponding to these marks using the index pin,
which is usually threaded. The index wheel is a more advanced feature that is used to mark
turned pieces while still attached to the lathe with the lathe off. Personally, I use the index wheel
on my lathe to evenly mark the location of three feet on the bottom on some of my bowls. My
lathe has 48 marks, so to mark the center of the three legs I divide 48 by 3, which is 16 and then
advance the index wheel 16 spots to mark each leg. Also, on the headstock is the headstock
spindle lock. This mechanism has a couple fixed locking set points and is not to be confused
with the index pin. The headstock spindle lock is designed to hold the spindle tight when
attachments need to be removed from the lathe. This is most often used, for example, when a
faceplate needs to be removed with a pair of long pliers or when a chuck needs to be pried off
with a chuck key. Like the index pin, the headstock lock must be loosened and disengaged
before turning on the lathe. Some models of lathes make the control switch corded to move
close to your working location at all times. Some models locate the power controls elsewhere
on the lathe. Along with the power switch, most models will also include speed control. The
speed control adjustment is usually a rotating dial with numbered indicators or, on some
models, a digital r. Moving away from the headstock area, to the right, on the lathe bed will be
the tool rest support. The tool rest support attached to the lathe bed has a few different names
including; carriage and banjo. This is the support structure that holds the all-important tool rest.
The tool rest and the banjo each have their own locking lever to adjust and hold them in place in
almost any position along the lathe bed. On the far right side of the lathe is the tailstock. The
tailstock mounts to the lathe bed rails and slides back and forth across the lathe bed. At the top
left of the tailstock is where the live center, also called the quill or center are attached. This is
the hollow Morse Taper hole or receiving hole that holds Morse Taper accessories such as live
centers, Jacob Chucks, etc. The tailstock spindle lock holds the tailstock spindle in place. On
the far right side of the tailstock is the tailstock feed hand wheel. This is a precision threaded
screw drive used to advance accessories placed in the tailstock spindle toward or away from
the working wood material. The tailstock is designed to hold material that is turned end to end,
but in our case of bowl turning, the tailstock and live center add support in many turning
situations. At other times, the tailstock needs to be out of the way to access the bowl interior. In
these cases, the tailstock can be loosened and slid off the end of the lathe bed and stored away.
A feature that I feel needs to be mentioned, but technically is not part of all lathe, is a good light.
Some lathes do provide support structures to add light fixtures. Whether attached directly to the
lathe or freestanding, a good bright light source is an important accessory during the bowl
turning process. Please read this article all about the importance of good light on the lathe. The
lathe base is the foundation for stability. Whether you turn small handheld bowls or large
decorative hollow forms, good stable support for the lathe is critical. If the lathe is a Midi model
and sits on a table or bench, that support surface needs to be strong enough to not vibrate
when the lathe is rotating at high speeds, especially when a piece has an off-balance design,
such as a natural edge or live edge bowl. Likewise, if the lathe is a stand-alone model, the
support legs or base need to be able to maintain vibration-free stability at bowl turning speeds
that typically range up to rpm. See this article that deals with stopping lathe vibration.
Accessories that may come with a lathe include: a faceplate, knockout bar, wrench es to fit
specific adjustment points, drive center and live, or rotating, center for the tailstock, and
possibly an additional tool rest. A faceplate is an affordable and secure way to quickly attach
wood to the lathe. Several screw holes allow wood screws to firmly affix to a wood bowl blank.
The threaded outside of the headstock receives the threaded center of the faceplate. The
faceplate can be easily removed and used in different ways with numerous projects. Here are a
few things to be aware of when using a faceplate. The lathe knockout bar is a shaft of metal with
a handle and is used to knockout, as the name implies, an accessory that is installed in the
headstock Morse Taper. The friction connection of the tapered Morse Taper accessories

requires a bit of convincing to disengage these accessories. The knockout bar is slid through
the hollow headstock or tailstock center and used to tap the end of any Morse Taper
accessories. Each lathe has specific adjustment points that might require a wrench. In these
cases, the manufacturer usually supplies these wrenches, usually along with some location on
the lathe to store the wrenches. Drive centers, such as spur chucks, are designed to transfer the
drive energy of the headstock to turn the wood on the lathe. The drive center is inserted and
used on the headstock Morse Taper end. The live center, also called a rotating center, is used
on the tailstock side of the lathe and holds the wood blank centered while rotating along with
the wood. These two tools are typically used with end-to-end spindle work, but can be used in
the initial process of bowl turning as well. There are some additional lathe accessories that a
wood bowl turner could use to make the bowl turning process smoother and more efficient. The
most important additional accessory for a wood bowl turner is a four-jaw chuck read this article
for more info. I recommend using a dovetail four-jaw chuck for a superior secure hold. Be sure
to check the headstock spindle size of your lathe before ordering. Other sizes are available as
well. Long pliers give the needed leverage to loosen faceplates and other accessories. Curved
tool rests are essential for getting tools close to the inside bottom of the bowl. Be sure to
specify the correct size shaft diameter. Faceplates are the quickest way to attach a wood bowl
blank to the lathe and they work great for making jigs and jam chucks. The only problem is
there are never enough of them. There you have it, the lathe parts are not too complex once
their functions are understood. While each manufacturer makes their own slight variations, in
general, all lathes function very similarly. Regular maintenance of the wood lathe is a very
important routine to establish. To learn more about what needs to be done to take care of a
wood lathe, check out this article about wood lathe maintenance. Thanks and Happy Turning,
Kent. A wonderfully informative article, especially for those like me who have taken up the
hobbie later in life. Thank you, Thomas T. A friend gave me an old sears craftsman 12 in lathe
for me to have fun with and I sure have. Thanks from an old straight line carpenter. Thanks for
pointing that out. Username or Email Address. Remember Me. The goal is to help you identify
wood lathe parts and accessories. The Size of a Name First off, there are different names for
lathes based on size. Identify Wood Lathe Parts Diagram Labeled Headstock The head or
headstock of a wood lathe is the business end of the lathe where all the power and action starts.
MT-2 is very popular. Wood Lathe Headstock Detail An important feature of any lathe is the
distance from the headstock spindle to the lathe bed. Indexing Wheel Most lathes have an
indexing wheel located somewhere in the headstock. Also, some models will include an
optional switch to reverse the lathe rotation direction. Detail of wood lathe control panel.
Thanks, heaps for sharing this. Enjoy and Happy Turning! I have never seen such an
informative article like this on wood lathe before. Great article! James, Thank you, much
appreciated! Phil, Glad to hear. Thanks and take care! Happy Turning, Kent. Thank you,
Thomas! Lots more info to come. Stay tuned. Thank You, Dave, I appreciate you taking the time
to leave a comment and your compliment means a lot to me. Enjoy and Happy Turning, Kent. So
here we will explain what it is, how to use and their parts. The removal of material from metal is
called Machining, and the process usually happens in a machine shop that has special
equipment. The headstock is fixed on the machine and it consists of many pulleys, lever,
spindle, chuck, and gear box. The spindle is in the head box which rotates a shaft which is
connected to the chuck. This chuck holds a work piece, so the work pieces also rotate. Gear
box: The gear box is in the head stock which rotates the chuck at different speeds. Chuck:
Chuck is used for mounting of metal pieces which are not round shape while having a triangular
or square shape. Tailstock: The tailstock is a moveable part and could be locked. It consists of a
barrel that can move forward and backward. Barrel consists of a Dead Centre which is used to
support a work piece. Carriage: The carriage is also a movable part which moves on bed ways.
It moves on left and right. It consists of the saddle, cross slide, compound rest, top slide or tool
post and the apron. It is used as mounting and for the position of tool post. Saddle: The saddle
has H shaped. It is on the carriage which helps cross slide to move back and forth on the
machine. Cross slide: Cross slide is on the carriage and moves on the saddle. It moves back
and forth to give depth of cut to the metal specimen by using hand wheel. Compound rest:
Compound slide is on the cross slide which can rotate. It gives support to tool post. It is used in
taper turning by giving an angle. Tool post: Tool post is on
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the compound rest and used to clamp the cutting tool. Apron: The apron is on the front of the
saddle which has hand wheel and levers. It is used to control the movement of carriage on the

bed. Bed: The bed is the main part of the machine which is fixed. It gives support to all parts of
machine like Head stock, Tail stock, Carriage etc. Way: Way is machined on bed which is
actually the rail and provide the movement to tailstock and carriage. Lead screw: It is a long
threaded rod on the bed which provides an automatic feed to carriage from head stock to tail
stock. It is used for giving threads to the work piece. Log in to leave a comment. Sign in. Log
into your account. Password recovery. Wednesday, February 24, Forgot your password? Get
help. The Encarta. How to build a gaming computer desk? Easy, simple, large, andâ€¦. Kevin
David Made Marketer Magic. Table of Contents. Mini Hydro-Power Plant â€” Project. Highest
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